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Night in the Woods Vol. 1: At The End Of Everything

Music by Alec Holowka

1. Trailer
2. Title

3. Garbo and Malloy
4. Fiasco Fox Vending Machine

5. Playground
6. Come Home

7. Sleeping
8. Waking Up
9. Home Again

10. Back to the Holler
11. Gregg

12. Snack Falcon
13. Die Anywhere Else

14. Where's Casey?
15. The Arm

16. Video Outpost "Too"
17. The Intercom
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18. Angus at Home
19. Ol' Pickaxe

20. Durkillesburg
21. Mae's House

22. Possum Springs
23. Dusk Stars

24. Pierogies in the Dark
25. Shoplifting

26. Weird Autumn
27. Gregg!

28. Food Donkey
29. Robot Heads
30. Pierogi Toss

31. Bea!
32. The Fort Lucenne Mall

33. Witch Dagger
34. Underwater Waltz

35. MaeBea
36. Astral Alley

37. Crimes
38. Sharkle Dream
39. Robot Builder

40. Crimes II
41. Nighttime Housecall

42. Miss Miranda
43. Clanky Must Live
44. Clanky Must Die

45. Fireflies on the Porch
46. Astral Coal Town

47. Batter Up
48. Cycles

49. Knife Fight
50. Knife Fight Defeat
51. Knife Fight Victory

52. On the Hunt
53. Gregg's Woods

54. Grocery Shopping
55. Dinner at Bea's

56. Mrs Santello's Old Records
57. Outskirts

58. Mallard's Tomb
59. Astral Train

60. Harfest
61. What?!

62. Eide
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The Worst Version of Painkiller,if you dont know how to find a way out you gonna Stuck on a Mission Forever. I had started
this game on the Wii and was eager to play it on the PC. PC is MUCH easier as the tasks are much smoother. Thank goodness. I
had been wondering how this mystery ended and it was nice to start over again. However, it seemed tougher than I remembered
in other ways.

I raged so much with this game. Whereas I had no problem playing "Scopa" in "The Phantom of Venice" it is required to beat a
character at a game of "Fox and Geese" and I hate that game horribly. It was just a pain to play and no fun. A couple of the
puzzles were hard to do with the limited amount of time it takes to do them and I'm just no good at using the snowmobile.

A quirk of the game is that you also have to cook 3 meals a day as well as the housekeeping for most of the game. I'm not sure
how to weigh the game when it comes to spoilers though. I've not played the games in order and Tino Balducci appears in this
game and is apparently a character that returns from a previous game. While I don't know the whole story with the unmentioned
previous game, I do wonder if there are any spoilers with the things Nancy says about him. I guess I'll find out when I play said
game.

This game though takes a lot of patience to play. You have a clock and you have extra duties and it can get dull and repetitive.
Things happen at certain times and the game, if you mess up too early, can be a little too unforgiving. I had accidently had issues
with the clock and had to restart the whole game because I couldn't meet the guests otherwise.

I think this game was certainly harder than I had expected. It's not impossible, but it can be really agitating. That being said, the
story is still interesting and if you have the resolve, it can be rewarding, I suppose. I would suggest it to people who enjoy these
types of games. Some people like more of a challenge than I do. I prefer relaxing puzzles and good stories. This game is easy in
some ways and hard in others, so it just depends on the sort of player you are. Despite my raging moments, it was nice to finally
see how the story ended.. Never gets old.
The most epic Sonic game ever created.

My Rating: 10\/10. There are some great first-person tower defense games out there, such as Orcs Must Die. Snailiens
isn\u2019t one of them.

It\u2019s shallow, the controls are clumsy, and the graphics blocky and simplistic.. This game is just amazing. You dont just get
what you paid for, you get even more. There are lots of levels, puzzles are challenging and visuals are BEAUTIFUL. I love
minimalistic approach of this game: mechanics, story and even graphics and music is very simple, yet very enjoyable. Ten out of
ten.

---{Graphics}---
☐ Masterpiece
☑ Beautiful
☐ Good
☐ Decent
☐ Will do
☐ Bad
☐ Awful
☐ Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
☑ Try not to get addicted
☐ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Nothing special
☐ Ehh
☐ Bad
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☐ Just dont

---{Audio}---
☐ Eargasm
☑ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Decent
☐ Not too bad
☐ Bad
☐ Earrape

---{Audience}---
☐ Kids
☐ Teens
☐ Adults
☑ Everyone

---{PC Requirements}---
☐ Check if you can run paint
☐ Potato
☑ Minimum
☐ Decent (Depends on your craft)
☐ Fast
☐ Rich boi
☐ Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
☐ Just press a bunch of buttons
☐ Easy
☑ Significant brain usage 
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Not so easy
☐ Difficult
☐ Dark Souls

---{Story}---
☐ Doesnt have
☐ Something isnt nothing I guess
☐ Not great
☐ Average
☐ Good
☑ Lovley
☐ Will make u cry or smile alot

---{Game Time}---
☐ Long enough for a cup of tea
☐ Short
☐ Average
☐ Long
☑ Depends on you
☐ Endless (Custom levels)

---{Price}---
☑ Just buy it
☐ Worth the price
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☐ Wait for sale
☐ Maybe if u have some spare money left
☐ Not recommended
☐ Dont throw money into a trash can

---{Bugs}---
☑ Never had any
☐ Minor bugs
☐ Few bugs 
☐ Can get annoying
☐ Ruining the game
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs
. As hidden object type games go, this one is just OK - barely recommended - I give it 6.5 out of 10. If you like hidden object
games, put it in your wishlist and wait for it to go on sale.

It is short, good for about 3-4 hours of playing time.

The plot is a bit confusing to be honest - you play as Anna, a young woman trying to unravel events from her past.

The artwork for the locations and objects is well done - on par with similar games.

The hidden object scenes are nicely drawn - again on par with similar games. I did not run into any clues that were
unclear.

The puzzles are pretty easy, but the instructions were not always clear so you may need some trial and error to
understand what they are looking for.

I did like the way the background objects shudder in response to a mouse click.

You should not have too much trouble collecting all of the achievements if you are so inclined. This is an easy perfect
game.

. Love the concept, the visuals and the neat puzzles. HOWEVER, if like me you like to explore freely and hate time pressure,
this is NOT for you. I gave up after second stage. I simply can't be bothered learning how to race through puzzles - it takes away
the enjoyment for me.. If the game developers adds workshop downloads I would Love it even more xD. The second game was
so much better, your removed all the best animals! THE PLATYPUSSES ARENT THERE!
also the dlc doesnt help. It even costs more than the second one with all the DLC and the second has like six DLC.
It looks cleaner in this one, yea. But its just not worth.
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This is based off the first story of Mono - I Want To Get Out, as the other two aren't released yet as of this review.

There really isn't much to say about this first story of Mono - it was a ton of fun, very creepy, loved the "glitchy" aspect of it,
and it absolutely left me wanting more. If I had to say anything bad about it - the graphics aren't that great (even though they suit
the game fine) and the puzzles are relatively basic. Both are very minor issues in an otherwise great title that's worth the $4.

I definitely look forward to the next two installments and see how everything comes together.

Per usual, I did a playthrough of it if anyone wants to see it in action: https:\/\/youtu.be\/l7p2_KtVBl4. The airport itself looks
great, and so does the city of Bonaire.
However they havnt covered the entire island, and covering it with ortho4xp is impossible.
which makes it look weird and not acceptable.
Also they used satelite images for the airport and area around it, but they didnt add a lot 3d models for the houses, so they just
appear as flat pictures on the ground which is really bad.

it really needs some more work but if all you care about the airport itself then this is a good addon. easy, simple 100%er for the
cheevo hunters. This is an easy to pick-up but hard to master deck building mixed with rogue-lite mechanics game. It is user-
friendly and straight-forward in the way it interacts with the player, and uses gameplay mechanics seen on many similar games
of these genres.

You begin by selecting a hero (many of which you unlock in a particular area of each chapter map - then buy in the shop), one
of the many the game offers, and you deck-build on each different hero's traits and abilities. I have played with mages and
rogues mainly which offer a very satisfying gameplay. Some cards are similar for all the characters, while others are unique and
follow each character when in battle.

The graphics are well done but kinda copy the standard looks of late indie rpg's. Audio and music is ok for what it is, nothing
great.

The game is hard, maybe harder than expected. You will have to find the perfect card combination to defeat bosses, while elites
offer a tough challenge as well. Expect to die plenty here.

In general the game is recommended. It offers plenty of challenge and is pretty and well done even in current state (0.75). It
offers straight-forward but tough choices, and pushes the player to use various strategies on each enemy available. It is in early
access so I expect great things here. For those who enjoy card and rogue-*whatever games it is an easy selection.. The first 20
minutes is a cinematic cutscene and then it puts you into a 2d click to move puzzle with no instructions at all.. This game has
more cheaters than CSGO, amazing
10/10. I don't get why people here are leaving negative comments. I played it a lot and I really love this game! It supports
multiple languages - even my native one and to be honest it makes fun to build a car company.

I definitely recommend to give this game a try. It's funny.. this game has been broken from day 1... and now it is worse than
ever... they have tried updating and fixing things... it doesnt seem to be helpinng... they seem like they try to do good.... i
wouldnt buy this at the moment
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